
 No. 1 Reasons on No. 1 No.  2 No. 3 No.  4 

1 LV More interesting city, cost of travel, tornados in okc Roving Yes See what people want from the board and from club 

2 LV  Roving Yes  

3 LV - Roving Yes - 

4 LV - Roving Yes - 

5 LV Will draw more entries Roving Yes Judge Selection, Sweeps judge selection 

6 LV Will draw more entries Roving Yes Judge selection, sweeps judge selection 

7 OKC Too sudden a change. unfair to regional show and host 
show 

Roving Yes Please try to reduce the disputes within the club 

8 LV OKC could be hostile given changes in TFT Club Roving Yes Attitudes and action plans for positive change 

9 LV easier for travel, better costs, better food choices Roving No  

10 LV Better prices, easier access, more fun Roving No  

11 LV Easier travel Roving Yes General attitudes, as morale is low 

12 LV LV, if it doesn’t violate C/BL’s and costs are not prohibitive Roving Yes Transparency of BOD, Committee reports, discussion, 
progress of items under discussion 

13 LV Show has been in OKC for many years Roving Yes Find out what pfce events members are doing; promote 
pfce as much as conformation 

14 LV All-breed host show; more to do; better costs. 
Regional/Nat’l shouldn’t be same place & time. 

Roving Yes Board election, Judge selection 

15 LV New place; meet those who can’t get to OKC Roving Yes Judge selection 

16 LV OKC too many things against it – time to change Roving Yes Want more info from Board. Leave Breed standard alone 

17 OK Too sudden; why not do two Nat’ls, one in OK one in LV Same  How to breed natural Bob tails, color inheritance 

18 OK - Roving No - 

19 OK - Roving No - 

20 LV Better flight options, change will be nice Roving Yes Breed standard revision/clarification 

21 LV Club needs to move forward and change Roving Yes  

22 LV OKC show biased to one breeder; moving demonstrates 
new  change in the club 

Roving Yes  

23 LV Cost, date change, better venue Same Yes Any behaviors or standards that will change how club 
conducts business 

24 LV easier air travel; cheaper hotel & food Roving Yes Continue judges’ education 

25 LV - Roving Yes Puppy futurity 

26 LV Gives members in different areas opportunity to attend Roving Yes Any topic that concerns members. It’s their club, not 
BOD’s. 

27 OKC - Same Yes - 



 No. 1 Reasons on No. 1 No.  2 No. 3 No.  4 

28 OKC - Same Yes - 

29 OKC - Same Yes - 

30 OKC - Same Yes - 

31 LV Easy to get to; Vegas is fun! Roving Yes - 

32 LV Easy to get to; Vegas is fun! Roving Yes - 

33 LV Time for change after 9 yrs and declining entries Roving Yes Changes to Const/bylaws, judge selection 

34 LV Proximity; prefer changing venues so everyone can attend 
at least once each 3 yrs 

Roving No use Yahoo poll feature or SurveyMonkey; ethics code for 
club, w/ ban on negative comments/slurs; health 
committee shd review  neutering dogs after breeding age; 
changing to terrier group; commit to annual “meet the 
breed” events 

35 LV  Will not show in OK if the show doesn’t move Roving Yes Judge education, mentoring classes 

36 - Like both venues  Roving Yes Publish list of champions annually; retaining club history; 
CHIC program, provide form contracts, Code of Ethics; 
prevent one faction from overtaking the club; encourage 
affiliate clubs (regionals?) to advance 

37  OK Prefer to be w/ regional specialty & toy club; OKC central in 
US; concern @ costs in LV, less people may enter in LV; will 
lose chance to rejoin OKC show; don’t like specialty in the 
fall 

- - - 

38 LV New location Roving Yes Other breed clubs do rovings very successfully 

39 OK OKC for 2012, then move in 2013; could be hidden costs in 
moving in 2012 

- - - 

40 LV  Roving Yes - 

41 OK Shows lack of integrity by club to cancel on the judge and 
host club. Wait to 2013 to change 

Roving Yes foreign members should be able to vote; non-tft owners 
and  first year members shouldn’t be able to vote; need 
code of ethics, const/bylaws to address member conduct. 

42 LV - Roving Yes - 

43 LV - Roving Yes - 

44 LV Hotel costs Roving Yes Address biased judging/fair judging 

45 Okc Too late to change; like the Biltmore, centrally located. 
Roving shows get lower attendance. 

Same - Do not rush, give club time to make changes as necessary.   

46 Okc To far to go due to husband’s health - Yes  

47 LV Rotate show around country Roving Yes Any club business changes 
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48 - Both are too far for me Roving Yes Those topics which are subject of accusations of board 
wrongdoing 

49 LV Biltmore is overpriced and getting in bad shape; prefer to 
have a judge not chosen for one exhibitor 

Roving Yes Judge selection should be fair & honest, choice of 
majority of members;  increasing membership/ interest in 
the club 

50 OKC Why ruin a good thing. OKC is better location Same No - 

51 OKC We are established in OKC and there is grass for dogs to be 
exercised on. 4 shows here vs 3 in LV. 

Same NO Why is the board doing this. My attitude is just fine.  

52 LV  Time for a Fresh new venue, easier travel for west coast Roving Yes - 

53 OKC - Roving Yes - 

54 LV We need to get out of OKC and removed from Roger’s 
influence, this should be a club for the members 

Roving Yes Putting email addresses back on website; how many 
members want Dorothy to resign 

55 LV As a regular/longtime entrant at the specialty, we definitely 
prefer LV over OKC. 

Roving Yes topics of membership interest. Nobody’s  asked mem-
bership anything in recent years; would be refreshing. 

56 LV As a regular/longtime entrant at the specialty, we definitely 
prefer LV over OKC. 

Roving Yes topics of membership interest. Nobody’s  asked mem-
bership anything in recent years; would be refreshing. 

57 OKC - Same NO - 

58 OKC - Same No - 

59 LV More fair to all to move the show around Roving - - 

60 - Would like 2 shows a year, one roving one stationary  Yes Bring back members we’ve lost, win back performance 
people, have this be an ongoing question to members. 

61 LV Refuse to support the blatant corruption that has become 
our national. 

Roving Yes Venues for a roving national, health committee, meet the 
breeds coordinator 

62 LV Refuse to support the blatant corruption that has become 
our national. 

Roving Yes Venues for roving national, health c’tee, meet the breeds 
coordinator 

63 LV New location for a new start Roving Yes Set guidelines for TFTs to get CHIC numbers. 

64 LV New location for a new start Roving Yes Set guidelines for TFTs to get CHIC numbers. 

65 LV Airfare cheaper, for participants and judges Roving No - 

66 OK Toy dog club & specialties will draw bigger entry Same No - 

67 LV New BOD, new Members, new venue, away from all the 
“bad” 

Roving Yes Health, communication 

68 LV - Roving Yes Consider term limits for BOD 

69 OKC Closer for me to drive, like area & hotel. Judging seminars 
offered at this venue 

- - Prefer OKC fulltime, if not, then roving.  

70 OKC Closer for us. Same No  
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71 OKC Closer for us Same No - 

72 - Would like it in the summer, for family vacation Roving Yes - 

73 LV - Roving - - 

74 OKC Not enough time to make a change Roving - - 

75 LV - - - - 

76 - Like both venues  Roving Yes Publish list of champions annually; retaining club history; 
CHIC program, provide form contracts, Code of Ethics; 
prevent one faction from overtaking the club; encourage 
affiliate clubs (regionals?) to advance 

77 OKC Keep things simple. Whatever gets the most participation Same Yes Human interest, how did everyone get involved w TFTs 

78 OKC - - - - 

79 - Benefits to both locations; like to see it in summer so youth 
can be involved 

Roving - Keep locations centrally located as most people w 
multiple dogs drive instead of flying 

80 LV  Roving Yes  

81 LV  Roving Yes  

82 OKC LV may limit East coast attendance, OK is central Roving No Don’t need surveys, just topics about TFTs. Health & well 
being of our dogs is more important. Too much bickering 
in the club. 

83 LV - Roving Yes - 

84 LV - Roving Yes Anything that should be decided by the membership; 
expenditures over $100; judge choices 

85 LV - Roving Yes - 

86 LV OKC closer for me but a change of venue will be good for 
the club 

Roving Yes - 

87 LV Its only fair for people to have it close to them some of the 
time; fun to have it in different places. 

Roving Yes - 

 55 for LV (63.2%) 
26 for OKC (29.8%) 
6 no opinion (7%) 

66 for roving (75.8%) 
15 for same venue (17.2%) 
6 no opinion (7%) 

 


